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Changing Lives one Job at a Time!

Stephen (left) beams from his desk at AltaGas. Stephen has finally found what he calls his “dream job” with his own desk
and full-time hours at AltaGas thanks to the Rotary Employment Partnership. Keeping 11 floors of supplies stocked and
meeting rooms tidied keeps this Ambassador of Office Amenities on his toes 37.5 hours a week!
After months of searching, Melissa (Right - Lissy to her coworkers) has finally landed a job helping people at busy Go
Dental in South East Calgary. Whether she is inputting patient insurance information, sterilizing exam rooms or stocking
dental supplies, Melissa’s positive attitude and boundless energy allows her to complete tasks that were taking time
away from more specialized staff and contribute to more efficient operation. Thank you Dan Goldberg of Calgary East
for making Melissa part of your team!
Real jobs for real pay give job seekers with developmental disabilities so much more than a pay cheque; the Rotary
Employment Partnership is changing lives and changing communities, one job at a time.

The dreams parents have for
their sons and daughters with
developmental disabilities are
no less than the dreams they
share for their children without
disabilities.

Mica, WestJet’s newest
Guest Services Ambassador,
helps travelers use self-serve
kiosks, check bags and
navigate the airport with
trademark WestJet
friendliness.

How Can I Get Involved? Are you an employer
who finds that work is being left undone at the end
of the day? Do you have specialized staff who
spend time on repetitive, clerical or other tasks
outside their job descriptions? Are you interested in
changing lives, impacting your business and
changing your community? Contact us today to
find out more about the Rotary Employment
Partnership.
Meet Our Jobseekers!
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Be sure to say hello the next
time you’re passing through
YYC!
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Heather is a graduate of the University of Calgary’s
Inclusive Post-Secondary initiative with over seven
years of experience in a retail environment. Her
organizational skills and ability to work
independently and as part of a team would make
Heather an asset to any business with stocking,
facing and re-shelving.
Rhiannon is a recent high school graduate seeking
entry-level opportunities in direct customer service
or reception. Rhiannon would make a valuable
addition to any organization needing a confident
and personable employee to interface directly
with customers or clients.

Questions? Want to learn more?
Erin Palashniuk, Provincial Director of Employment:
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epalashniuk@inclusionalberta.org

403 539 8209

Catherine Oakleaf, Rotary Employment Partnership Coordinator: coakleaf@inclusionalberta.org

587 227 4276

Mike Colborne, Rotary Employment Partnership Steering Committee Chair:

403 248 4300

mjc@corp.pwt.ca
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